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Inclusions with the Guide Book are 1.

DVD of the film ―Tahirih Divine Voice‖ (NTSC) (on line at http://starrsaffa.com)

Tahirih Sacred Circle of Perth,
This film reveals that Tahirih encompasses many
levels of Truth and understanding: She is the Creative Word impulse; the Maid of Heaven Spirit which
communicates Revelation; a Prophet in Her own
right; a Letter of Living in Babism; and a Female
Personage of the day in which she was living.
When a Producer/Director who understands Her
Divine Status is attracted to Her Voice a full length
movie will be made to let people know about Her.
2.

Kosmic Balance Album
Two Songs
WE ARE FEMALE
TOGETHER WE WILL FLY
Vocalists: LINA EVE & DAVID REEVE
Arrangement: LINA EVE
Lyrics and Production: STARR* SAFFA

3.

Heartfelt songs about Tahirih and the Tahirih Path sung
by DEBRA LEE, Lyrics and Production by STARR*
SAFFA http://starrsaffa.com
Songs: Tahirih Creator Divine, Tahirih‘s Dream Comes
Through, Prayer for Protection, Birth of Universal Guidance, We Are Female, Illuminating Masculine, Together
We Will Fly ;Stars of Kosmic Understanding,

4. CD Assortment: Song—―Tahirih‘s Dream is True (Lyrics are in Guide Book)‖; Prayer for Protection; BETTY BUTLER‘S Review of ―Tahirih Thealogy: Female Cosmic Christ Spirit of the Age‖;
We Are Female freely sung by STEPANKA. *Use the lyrics to a tune that works for you.
* Please make copies of these inclusions to accompany the Guide Book when it is presented to
persons who you feel are ready for this sacred Message.
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Starr* Saffa, P.O. Box 195, Scarborough, WA, Australia 6922

Dear Stars in the heaven of understanding
Blessings are upon you for you have been attracted to the Tahirih
Path information and Sacred Circle Guide Book. This information is to be used with
the purest intent and awareness so that anything done in the Name of Tahirih will
have the highest outcome for the advancement of humanity. Your purity of intent will
prevent misuse for personal agendas, misinformation, and any further concealment
of Tahirih‘s true liberating Message, which is the Spirit of Harmony and Wholeness
for our Age.
You will be happy to know that The Most Great Peace is meant to unfold during the
Tahirih Era now dawning. This vey peace starts with divine knowing in the heart. The
Tahirih Path unleashes this knowing from the Eternal as she brought the Spirit of the
Age for a maturing humanity. Tahirih has opened the Portal to Source so that all
people can now receive this divine knowledge in a continuous flow of revelation in
their hearts and minds. Thus, the paradigm has changed with the populace now able
to go directly to Source, finishing the need for intermediaries, prophets, hierarchies,
and the like. Humanity has now reached the age of maturity.
As you apply the teachings or start a Tahirih Sacred Circle pray that those whose
hearts are prepared for this divine message will be attracted so that the Light will be
firmly established through them and eventually permeate throughout. In this way, as
the Circles multiply, they will be harmonized in a connected unity, interactive, and
unfolding the Cycle of Balance together with the power of equality and love.
We offer this Guide Book in the Living Love Spirit in which it was made. We envision
sending out updates for the book. We ask that all Circles send ideas and information
received from Source to us so we will be able to share with other Circles. In this way
we all will experience this ever-growing awareness together. If translations are
needed please contact us.
With deep love and appreciation for your sincere integrity and loving heart,
The Perth Tahirih Sacred Circle
Core Group effort (Starr*, Thea, Nawruziyyih, Anna)
August 2009
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The Primal Will Essence revealed ItSelf
and Being and Creation began
―I am melted, Oh Primal Will Essence, whereby
from Self I came into Being at a time when
nothing existed, save It. I was formed whirling
after a pattern that no one besides Self had
fashioned, setting Me in motion. Thus I was
brought out of the veils of glory by the attraction
exercised by preexistent Essence, transcending
the station of allusions by means of love and
shining countenance.‖— Excerpt from Communiqué prayer
of Tahirih (Purifying One), aka Qurratu‘l-Ayn (Solace of the eyes).

BIRTH OF UNIVERSAL GUIDANCE

The Breeze of Guidance commanded the breath of life to begin
The Universe has been illuminated, every horizon, every Being
No more sits the clergy in the seat of hypocrisy
No more is the place of worship a business selling holiness
The voice of the pretentious clergy is no more
Ending the days of their misinformation and deception
The world is set free from superstitions and vain imaginings
Humankind set free from confusion and misconceptions
With the Power of Equality injustice becomes evaporated
The carpet of justice is spread everywhere
The seeds of love and friendship scattered throughout
The false verdicts eradicated from all horizons
And concepts of opposition and separation changed to that of unity.
THE TAHIRIH ERA UNFOLDING
Poem of Tahereh Qurratul-Ayn 1840
From the Book of Poems of Fatemeh Zarrin Taj—Tahirih Qurratu‘l-Ayn
Edited by Dr Soheila and Sam Vaseghi, Published by the Iranian Burnt Books Foundation,
World Archives of Iranian Exile Literature - Translated from Farsi to English 2009
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Communication from Spirit inspiring Starr* Saffa to
bring forward the Voice of Tahirih
O Precious Soul!
Know we stand in armies to work through thee, to give messages from
above through thy fingers that thou mayest sing the praises from heaven to
the world of matter. Long have we worked through thee as thy heart receives
our melody and instruction, but now it is time for you to step out more
boldly and thus you must pen our messages and distribute them through airwaves and ether to the people.

We raised you from your slumber with the striking of three bells so you
would recognize our presence. You have hearkened to our call so that our
wafting may become known. We hear the beating of your heart with the love
for us and the divine message and thus we dust your heart-strings with the
finest of feathers so the messages shall shine clear and evident. Do not question your worthiness or fear your will, will not be our will because the purity
of your intention is known in the kingdom on high.

You have already been entrusted with true understanding of our hidden
mystery. You cried to us from your innermost being for equality, justice, understanding, and the discovery of mystery and thus the knowledge was imprinted first in your heart then in your mind that it may find its way into the
world, gladdening those who have an ear.

The most glad tiding is that this is the time for balance of male and female
principles—the two give one completed wisdom. It is He and She that now
beat in your hearts, permeate in your sanctified minds, and sing in your writings, as you are our voice, one voice in the ever-advancing of divine realities.
The Essence of Creation has always encompassed all the attributes of males
and females. We praise and extol the pure hearted who bear the message and
name you in their name.

Never fear the shortcomings of your persons for we are mighty to help you
overcome limitations, ye who are willing. Remember yourself at Source.
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Who is Tahirih* (meaning Pure One)
Tahirih is The Source, the Light of the Living Love in the
Heavens and in the Earth, the Eternal Female Creating
Spirit, the Infinite All Encompassing Consciousness.

Tahirih operates on many levels: The Creating Word; Divine Cosmic
Spirit; Messianic Spiritual Leader; Letter of the Living in Babism; and
Female Personage in the society.
“And so this is the stage and station of the Hidden Treasure which is mentioned. And when that Hidden Essence revealed Its Essence to Its Essence and showed forth Its Self to Its Self, the Maiden of
Love, which was veiled within the canopy of the Essence of Unity, arose and came forth.” —
Commentary on “I was a Hidden Treasure” Essence = Source/God/ess

See film: ―Tahirih

Divine Voice‖ on line at: http://starrsaffa.com

Tahirih has set the pattern in motion for the Sixth-Sun Civilization of Harmony and Balance by opening the Portal for all hearts to remember their
Divinity and connection to Source Consciousness so they could be free to
dream the new reality into Being. This is the TAHIRIH ERA—the time to
move past separation from Source and come into Living Wholeness.

We are the living stars in the heaven of understanding who are now entrusted
with dreaming and establishing this pattern firmly into the Worlds of Being. We
are the soft flowing waters upon which depend the future life of all women and
men. We are now the unfoldment of the New Energy for the Glorious Dispensation of Tahirih Qurratu'l-Ayn. (see Prayer endnotes)

Harmony is dependent upon Justice, Justice dependent upon Equality,
Equality dependent upon the science of Love, and Love dependent upon
Wisdom from the Divine Primal Essence.
So it is that without „Equality‟ Justice will not prevail. In 1848 Tahirih tore off the veil and proclaimed: „you can not stop the emancipation of women and all the peoples”. We are now unfolding the New Energy and Principles for the Glorious Dispensation of Tahirih Qurratu‟l-Ayn
(Solace of the Eyes) who declared as The Point of Divine Knowledge circa 1830‟s. She
opened the Portal for remembering and communing with Self at Source (this gate had been
closed for thousands of years).
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Two Way Communication

The Divine Creating
Spirit Maid of Heaven
communicates Source
knowledge to the
Hearts unfolding the
Most Great Peace in
this Tahirih Era.
The Primal Essence of the Absolute put Its own Essence into Creation and Being.
“And so this is the stage and station of the Hidden Treasure which is mentioned. And
when that Hidden Essence revealed Its Essence to Its Essence and showed forth Its Self
to Its Self, the Maiden of Love, which was veiled within the canopy of the Essence of
Unity, arose and came forth.”—From Commentary on “I Was a Hidden Treasure”, No. 24

In the past the Most Great and Holy Spirit communicated the Word of Source to
Teachers such as Zoroaster (Fire), Moses (Burning Bush), Jesus (Dove),
Mohammad (Angel Gabriel), Tahirihism (Maid of Heaven as the Spirit of the Age
for beginning the Universal Cycle of Harmony and Balance).

Her Message for humanity is that the gate is now opened for all people to communicate with Source Spirit and receive revelation in their own hearts. The dreams of
the hearts resonating with harmony will unfold the new Cycle.

This is quantum graphic depiction of Source Consciousness at Primal Point Creation projecting
through magnetic love, knowledge to the Sacred Heart Connection of each Being; and through
the Sacred Heart the Being communicates its experience and knowledge back to the Sea of Oneness where Self resides. This two-way exchange of information births worlds into Being in infinite
expansion. It is holographic and uses the magnetic energy of love.
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Regarding the *She* coming forward as the Divine Maiden at this time it is necessary in order to balance the patriarchy which has evolved so as to balance
civilization and reverse oppression of the female spirit so the era of wholeness
will more easily unfold. Milissa Raphael in one of her spiritual feminist books
explains that patriarchy has made women's sacred Being profane and it is necessary to resacralize what has been made profane. She who is immanent in all
things demands the people of this age to recognize the Source within and its
sacred nature...for She after all is the Mother of Creation and said Be and it IS.
Starr* Saffa
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Biographical Information for Starr* Saffa
Birth: Born in the State of Seattle Washington, USA to creative aware open
minded adventurists (parents) circa mid twentieth century.
Education: Attended 12 Universities in different parts of the world with a total of six
years worth of courses in several disciplines of the Sciences and Humanities, such
as Chemistry, Astronomy, Botany, Agronomy, Education, Women‘s Studies, Aboriginal Life, Psychology, Sociology, and Chiropractic. Graduate of The American
College of Natural Healing. More recently attended work-shops in filmmaking at the
Fremantle and Television Institute of WA, Australia. Self taught through personal intuitive knowing
and life‘s opportunities and lessons.
Fields of Endeavor: Banking, Civil Service Administration, Biochemical Researcher, Maori Trust
Administrator, Health and Healing Practitioner, Pioneer and Community Builder (local and national),
Secretary, Council Board Member in religious organization, Public Relations, Large Function Organizer, Educational and Societal Pilot Programmer, Ethnographic and Multicultural Education, Individual
and Women‘s Empowerment Training and Support, Child Raising and Homemaking, Researcher,
Lyrics Writer and Producer, Author, Screenwriter, Director, Producer, Freelancing Filmmaker, and
most importantly is ―Transformational World Paradigm Shifter for Harmony and Balance‖.

Taking seven deep breaths* bring
the following commune to the alter
of the inner sacred heart temple
rejoicing that with the Power of
Equality injustice becomes evaporated. This is the New Energy for
the New Dispensation of Tahirih
Qurratu’l-Ayn and this living
Spirit is within every cell of your
body.*See explanation in Endnotes

Say: I Am Source, the Light of the
Living Love in the Heavens and in
the Earth.

Work with “Tahirih Qurratu‟l-Ayn”: Based on Tahirih‘s universal vision the aim of the sacred work
is for the purpose of creating and providing the basis for the paradigm shift into a global civilization of
harmony and balance.

O person of Being!

Tahirih appeared during the nineteenth century Persia with the Mission of changing the world and
empowering all individuals to reconnect to their true Self at Source. Almost immediately her Sacred
Vision was appropriated, subsumed, obscured, and twisted to fit a patriarchal format. However, the
Eternal Creating Essence is calling for Her Voice to ring out again in this Day so as to reveal key
awarenesses that will help humankind progress through connecting with their Source Essence. The
Tahirih Path outlays steps into Empowerment and the Cycle of Harmony.

Look within and you see
your Higher Self standing
there, mighty, powerful and
Self-subsisting.

In Australia we have had two big launchings of the first and second editions of the book entitled: Tahirih Thealogy Female Cosmic Christ Spirit of the Age: Concealed No Longer, radio and television
interviews, and newspaper coverage. Also there is an active Tahirih Group which has been meeting
regularly for the past five years. They are part of such organizations as the Global Women‘s Matrix
which is affiliated with the United Nations and have taken on several projects like healing the local
waterways physically and metaphysically, and marching to stop the abuse of women. Recently a Tahirih Sacred Circle Guide Book has been developed to assist people to facilitate these Circles so as to
dream the new Divine Cycle into Being. The vision is for the Sacred Dreams to connect globally.
The Tahirih Path movement has an educational and informative presence on the net. The Official site
is: http://Starrsaffa.com where one is introduced to: the film Tahirih Divine Voice, the book Tahirih
Thealogy, the Tahirih Path Points and discussion of outcomes of those points, and some lovely songs
(We Are Female and Together we Will Fly) which complements the aim of Tahirih Thealogy*. Soon
there will be songs which celebrate the Eternal Divine Essence within us all entitled “Tahirih Alive” on
the site.
*Thealogy: Incorporates the Female lens in living and understanding life and its Divine nature.
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Your Soul is the integrated
Oneness of Love, Spirit,
Adamantine Particles, experience, deeds, hopes, and
dreams which comprise
Your Life.

Commentary: This is the Maid of
Heaven calling people to recognize
their connection to their own
Sophia or Divine Wisdom

You and I are Tahirih!
We are the Co-creators, here
to create heaven on earth.

The Sacred Heart is the centre of the Soul and the Gateway, both into life and beyond into Eternity.
The Sacred Heart is the timeless and indestructible
source of all Your Higher Intelligence and Knowledge.
It is the one point within
each person where the inner
and outer forces are the
same.
Within the Sacred Heart, the
Will of God and your own
may be brought into harmony....
Go there.... Live from there
and never leave"
Your Heart is Your Higher
Intelligence —Love Without
End.
Page 9

*Try and have an acting core group of at least three people if possible

Being familiar with the Babi-Baha'i text, and also having a background
in ancient Jewish and Christian scripture I was delighted with the
treatment Starr* Saffa accomplished in her forward thinking creative
book "Tahirih TheAlogy: Female Cosmic Christ Spirit of the Age".

*Make sure regular written contact is made with all members spelling out
the place and time of the meetings—and have an operating phone tree.

Saffa's research uncovers the hitherto concealed truth of TahirihQurratu'l-Ayn being representative of the return Spirit of the Age in
1844, which was prophesized throughout many ancient scriptures.

TIPS For Sacred Circle Coordinators and Facilitators

*Prior to the meeting fill the atmosphere with unity, love, joy, and sacredness calling Tahirih and the Loved Ones to fill the room with Divine blessings and light.
*Let all greet one another and call the meeting to order with prayers/songs
*It is good to have a little bell to bring people to order
*Assure that each individual has a time and space to speak and contribute.
*It is some times helpful to have a lovely talking stick so that the person
holding it is not interrupted when they are speaking (usually with a time
limit of about five minutes each).
*Prepare agendas and try and stick to them although flexibility may be necessary at times.
*Always allow time for Group sensing-visualizations and meditations
*The facilitator needs to make sure all statements, egos, and emotions end
up with harmony and wisdom prevailing. This is not always an easy task so
armed with the intention of love and unity and Tahirih‘s Guidance it can be
accomplished with clarity.
*Remember the Sacred Circle is a Core of Divine Energy where the Masters and Angels are present—All that come into the Circle are bathed in the
Love and Guidance of Tahirih
*Tahirih‘s Message is for all peoples. While healing our masculine and nurturing
our feminine into empowerment, men who are supportive and willing to understand the process may become part of the Sacred Circle. Otherwise the presence
of men may become disruptive to the sacred process because old world relationship patterning distracts from the purpose. Use discretion and wisdom. This will
depend on the women‘s growth into wholeness too.
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Review by
BETTY BUTLER

The book develops TheAlogy beyond where it has been by using the
Female perspective to enlarge humanity's awareness in its journey towards harmony
and balance as it emerges beyond the patriarchal society.
Saffa covers a variety of topics in her book including chapters on Creation Stories,
Quantum Physics, Levels of Existence, Tribute of the Divine Feminine, A movie script
for Tahirih's life, all of which is accompanied by poems and inspirational mystical and
esoteric writings.
I'm putting in this review the twenty points of the Tahirih Path that Saffa has put
together based on Tahirih's teachings so the reader can see some of the vision for
humanity's future that the book accomplishes.

The Tahirih Path celebrates
1 The coming of the cycle of balance and harmony
2 Inner truth balanced with rational proofs
3 The god/ess within the individual
4 Continuous revelation through the individual
5 Empowerment of the individual
6 The uplifting of the female to be a balanced counterpart to the male
7 Wholeness of female and male principles within each individual
8 The upraising of feminine qualities in civilization
9 The end of force as an operating principle
10 Religion beyond religion and politics beyond politics
11 Being beyond prophet worship and dogmas of any limiting advice
12 The power of and by the people in the establishment of peace through
magnetic attraction of love instead of force
13 Connecting with ones higher self through awareness
14 Knowing through personal gnosis and experience
15 Humanity's advancement scientifically and spiritually
16 Recognizing the divine principles of life throughout the Universe
17 Intelligent reproduction for the betterment of planetary advancement
18 Limitless co-creation
19 Being connected to all that is
20 Being a living essence of source.
This path needs no formalization as it follows natural cosmic order.
Above all "Tahirih TheAlogy" can be the key to uniting East and West in today's world. Betty Butler - See Tahirih Path “Outcomes” in booklet. Page 11

Components of the

Tahirih Sacred Circle Sensing & Visualizations

Tahirih Sacred Circle Meetings
Breathe in harmony and unity in the name of Tahirih with love
in
the hearts aware of sacredness remembering She opened the Portal to Source
and therefore Self where all knowledge is accessible. You are Her Light.

Opening Prayer - ‗We Are the Stars‘ is a good opening & Birth of Universal
Guidance; vocal prayer of protection—Call my name on DVD

Asking for protection - Ask Tahirih to protect and bathe all members
and those attracted to Her message in Divine Light.

Opening Songs - Sing-alongs with ‗We Are Female‘; Together We Will

Through the holy breaths of loving passionate intent in the mind
and heart in a meditative state, sense and visualize into manifestation

Fly; and Tahirih‘s Dream are always inspiring (on DVD) plus other inspirational music as selected.

Short reading from Tahirih’s Writings/Book News and Announcements/Card Readings

‗

Twenty minutes active Healing with one another With a partner do hands on healing or Reiki 10 minutes each

Studies relevant to Tahirih Thealogy Tahirih Thealogy‘ has
some great schemes of life to consider which includes Quantum Physics and modern creation information—all leading to more thought

Educational movies/presentations
Discussion& Exercises on topics/ideas/projects
etc
Meditation (May be at the beginning) /Closing Prayer activity
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Seeing, and sensing Tahirih’s Sacred Circles spreading
throughout the earth and connecting like the petals in
the flower of life design in the sacred symbol of Tahirih.
Seeing all Sacred Circles filled with the flowing Light from
the Primal Point, energizing, restoring, healing, and protecting every cell of every member.
Envisioning the Great Plan of Tahirih unfolding in the
minds and hearts so that it manifests in the physical

Please read the Tahirih Path points in Guide Book and
the Outcomes pages 21 –25 to become more in touch with
the Vision. Inclusions by JOY GRAY.
Page 13

Guide Book DEFINITIONS
Some Ongoing Projects

1.

TAHIRIH: The Eternal Cosmic Creating Force, Point of Divine Knowledge

2.

FEMALE: male and female as one in perfect wholeness, original Truth

3.

MAID OF HEAVEN: The Eternal Cosmic Spirit (Source Essence) connecting Heaven & Earth

4.

THEALOGY: Incorporates the Feminine and Female lens in understanding Divine Knowledge.

Purify the waterways
in our surrounds with
prayer and ceremony.

5.

TAHIRIH THEALOGY: Thealogy based on the core teachings of Tahirih expressed in the book:
Tahirih Thealogy—Female Cosmic Spirit of the Age Concealed No Longer, by Starr*
Saffa ,on line at Amazon.com

Ceremonies for healing Gaia (earth)

6.

CORE TEACHINGS OF TAHIRIH: Secret Key; Flow of Continuous Revelation; The Cycle of
Harmony and Balance; the Oneness of All that Is; Knowing Divine Self at Source Consciousness (Personal Gnosis through one‘s own experience); Full Emancipation of women; Equality
of male and female as one.

7.

SECRET KEY: Knowing

8.

HEART: The heart acts like a step-down transformer of light, heat, and energy received from
the Primal Point Knowledge, which is then sent up the sympathetic nervous system (both
spiritual and physical system) to the right brain, through the corpus callosum connector to
the right brain for rational thought.

9.

Primal Point: The Sacred Place of Divine Essence from which all Creation is mirrored forth
and to which the Creation reflects the Divine Love back to.

through connection to Divine Intuition.

10. Primal Will Essence—What mirrored forth Itself into the World
the Canopy of Unity.

of Being and Creation from

Empowering ourselves with divine
knowledge
Creating films, music,
and writing to inspire
Setting up internet
sites

11. TAHIRIH PATH—Evolutionary steps in the advancement of Civilization and the unfolding of
the new Cycle of Harmony and Balance.

Connecting with the
Sacred Circles worldwide

12. SACRED SYMBOL OF TAHIRIH: Reconfiguration of sacred symbology to meet the needs of
an advancing civilization ascending into the Sixth Sun (Aztec name for the Cycle of Balance
and Harmony)

Continuous Healing of
ourselves & planet

13. MASCULINE ENERGY: Represents the attributes of power, force, strength, and the like
which have become manifested in the physical. Under the Patriarchal Cycle these virtues
have become harmful to the individual and society and are negatively visible in violence,
destruction and war. In the new Cycle of Harmony these attributes are spiritualized in all
individuals and in the civilization so that power becomes ‘empowerment which reflects the
Divine Will, and strength and force are powered by the magnetic loving intent.

Fruitful Discussion
leading to action—
especially organic issues as Tahirih was a
raw foodist and advocated purifying all
foods.

14. FEMININE ENERGY: The Living Spirit of Creation powered by the bonding energy of love,
wisdom, and compassion. The feminine energy has been suppressed during the Patriarchal
Cycle and is now to flow freely to heal and balance the unfolding civilization. The feminine
and masculine are two aspects of One and therefore are interactive in the One rendering
Wholeness, Harmony, and Balance in the microcosm and the macrocosm. Therefore, we all
must heal our masculine and empower our feminine attributes to correct the imbalance and
polarity which developed. This is one reason that there is presently a focus on the feminine
attributes and the naming of the Source as the Divine Female Cosmic Spirit which was car
ried by the Purifying One – Tahirih, and now Us, as the living embodiments of the flowering
of Her vision. It is time for people to honor their feminine and Female Source. *See Explanation
Page 16

Studying and expanding Tahirih Thealogy—
the Vision for heaven
on an earthly plane
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The Tau shape comes from the nineteenth letter of the Greek alphabet (T) and in
ancient times was considered the symbol of life. It forms a cross that is associated with
the ancient Egyptians, Druids, Christians, and Freemasons. In Freemasonry a circle
which means eternity is combined with it as a sign of immortality. The Ankh is also a
form of the Tau. It can be seen in the following imagery: The Crucifix, The Eucharistic
Chalice, The Monstrance (sign of Christ), The Hawk of Horus, The Tree of Knowledge,
The Cabalistic Tree, the Menorah, The Rosy Cross, The Bohdi Tree, The Hindu Tree of
Life and Knowledge (symbol of the divine life of the Universe), The Caduceus (symbol
of healing and the physician‘s Hermetic art).

SACRED SYMBOL OF THE TAHIRIH PATH
The Symbol of Tahirih was fashioned to feature humanity‘s present journey of ascension
and therefore does not focus on formative stages, although it incorporates them. Tahirih was
the returned Christ Spirit who animated the Bab (meaning Gate), marking the beginning of humanity taking its upward flight towards spiritual evolution. Today we can all be letters of the
Living (essences who recognize the Primal Point of ascension)
All existence and pre-existence are contained within the sacred symbol of the Tahirih Path:
Love
Infinity

There are stages of mind inclusive in the Tau symbol and the continuation of life.
The vertical line represents the inner nature of the individual intelligence. When the top
bar is at the top it insures the individual an ongoing of soul or eternal life. The Top bar
in Tahirih iconography is the nine-pointed star which forms the Tau or Tree of Life.

The Sun
The Tau
The Cross
The Pyramid

The bottom line of the pyramid connecting with the vertical line of the Tau in the
Tahirih Symbol is more in conformity with Rudolph Steiner‘s explanation in his book
the Temple Legend (pp 148-165). It is the top half of the cross indicating humankind as
a whole ascending away from materiality. The bottom line in this explanation is the animal cycle, and was a necessary interim cycle before beginning humanity‘s ascension in
what the Hopi Indians call the cycle of the human (‗hu‘ meaning spirit in ‗man‘). Thus
the bottom of the cross symbolizing the descent of man into materiality has now come
to a close. Of course this was one of the major functions of Tahirih‘s appearance – to
signal the closing of the past and open the Path to humanity‘s Shift towards ‗Spirit‘.

The Tao-Way
The Time Line
The Tree of Life
The Primal Point
The Flower of Life
The Portal of Ascension
The Union of Female and Male
The Sacred Nine pointed Star of Unity and Balance

The Tau is perhaps the oldest known symbol, one that is related to ‗resurrection‘
through ‗immersion‘. One of the earliest examples is that of the ancient continent of
Mu, as spoken of by Colonel J. Churchward in his book ―The Lost Continent‖. As we
know land surfaces have all been under water at one time or another before being purified and then resurrected to become a new creation. So we see ‗purification‘ is an important process for humanity.

The Motherland (the beginning) was known as Tau and still is today. The name
means ―the stars which bring water‖ (Ta = stars, and ‗ha‘ = water). The Marquessans
pronounce it today as ‗Ta-ha‘ meaning pure motherland or beginning. When the Southern Cross stars would position over Mu it would signify the time of the rainy season
which would bring fruitage to the parched land. In the same way Tahirih brought purification for a new fruitage in humanity.

The Tau hieroglyph in the Ancient Egyptian Book of the Dead makes it clear that
‗Tau‘ means ―holy or sacred gate, or holy sacred opening‖. This is significant to Tahirih
as She was a ‗Gate‘ or Point‘ of a new beginning of inner knowledge and awakened
consciousness.
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The Five-pointed Star of Manifestation in the realm of Existence
Throughout time humanity has made use of sacred symbols which contain the Mysteries of
Life. Often the secrets these symbols have contained were only known to a few. In this day the
hidden truths of these symbols are being made known to all as this time marks the beginning
of humanity‘s ascension, and the capacity of humanity to comprehend the hidden meanings
has increased. Thus symbols are being recombined and integrated into a synergy to form new
representations of meaning. As such, in this Second Cycle of Tahirih in the Cycle of Balance,
we have a new sacred motif.

EXPLANATIONS
As a background to the meanings in the Tahirih Path Symbology let us keep in mind that
―Tahirih‖ means ―Pure‖. Her effect was so purifying that people would bring their food to her
to purify before they ate. Also, let us keep in mind that the first part of Her title ―Taa‖ according
to the Abjad numbering system equates to the sacred number ―9‖ (unity, fulfillment and harmony). As we move through the explanations of the symbol, we will see other correlations.

The “Tau” Symbol
There are two ―Tau‖ representations within the Tahirih Path Sacred Symbol, both having
various meanings. One is the base of the triangle with the connecting vertical line that moves
to the point of the pyramid; the other is the vertical line which connects with the nine-pointed
star atop the pyramid. I will explain some of their primary functions in the Tahirih symbol.
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The Pyramid & Triangle
The Pyramid has long been associated with esoteric knowledge and practice. The
pyramid configuration conforms to sacred geometry (golden mean), and attracts potent
energies when the solar, lunar, and stellar aspects are in particular alignment. The shape
causes the Spirit to flow evenly, acting as conduit for spiritual awakening. While it has
been shown that food and animal bodies do not decay within the pyramid, it had more
profound usages for the ancient adepts. It is not widely known, but is alluded to through
studies of mummification: it actually worked as a chamber for rejuvenation, whereby people could live hundreds of years when properly utilizing the knowledge of the pyramid. In
other words, the Spirit could leave the body and then return to it in a rejuvenated state
(eternal youth). At some juncture this knowledge must have been lost or no longer practiced … we have only the mummified bodies which allude to this practice. The triangle of a
pyramid is like a sacred mountain which has the Axis Munde or Tree of Life contained
within its configuration. It is also associated with the Hall of Records. In the Tahirih symbol the pyramid or triangle represents this purification and immortality available to all
people as they make their evolutionary journeys.

Circle
There are several circles within the Tahirih Path Symbol and are used, as they have
been throughout history, as an icon of perfection, completeness, oneness, and indivisibility of the Universe.

Because Tahirih has a direct link with the Creating Impulse, the following is of interest
and pertinent to the Tahirih Symbol: *Tula the Great Mother*
William Henry wrote the following about TULA, The Center of the Milky Way Galaxy. TAU
is an anagram within the word itself. “No matter where the word Tula appeared it represented
the Great Mother. Her lore dominated the thinking of the ancients who believed our souls came
from Tula and our mission on earth was to learn to return to Tula. Simultaneously, we were to turn
the Earth herself into a Tula. Jesus called this the Kingdom of Heaven on Earth. It is the awareness of the original concepts of Tula, including those of Jesus, that we are now being asked to
absorb … According to Greek myths, this heart of Tula beats and vibrations spread throughout the
Galaxy. This Central Sun, TULA, is a fountain of healing energy, „healing waters‟ or „living waters‟.
It is even considered to be the Holy Grail itself.” (Internet: http://www.100megsfree4.com/

farshores/a04mm.htm)

Stars
When we see the star symbol it usually indicates the sacred vibrations of light emanating in creation, or the divine spark of light within the individual. The five-, six-, and ninepointed stars are considered especially sacred. The eight-pointed star is the star of Inanna,
the Mother or Queen of Heaven. Any profane meanings falsely assigned to stars (witchcraft
etc.) are not relevant to this writing, and in fact through this writing and others, have been
resacralized in speaking the truth.

Pentagram (five-pointed star)& Infinity Sign

The Time Line in the Tahirih Symbol is the vertical line within the pyramid. It shows
humanity‘s ascension. When humanity reaches the apex at the place where the line joins
the nine-pointed star, ascension will be achieved, whereby it will be heaven on earth. Humanity as whole has two more cycles to complete to reach this point.

The five-pointed star is actually the symbol of Babism. In shape it is representative of
the human being. The lower points are humanity‘s legs standing on the earth while the middle points are the arms which are a harmonizing balance. The upper point reaches towards
the Eternal Spirit. It is a sign of protection and holds within it the names of God/ess. There
were two main Manifestations that formed the core of the Primal Point (The Bab, and Tahirih, male and female). The two pentagrams in the Tahirih symbol represent the return of
the Bab and Tahirih (as representations of everyone) in this day. In this iconology they are
encapsulated in separate circles, indicating that each person is complete within itself, possessing the male and female aspects – a whole being, as it was in the beginning, before the
male separated out of the female body. The circles join, showing the joint and symbiotic
relationship. The joining of the circles of completeness also forms an infinity sign (the image of God/ess made Whole and connected to all that Is throughout all time). Five-pointed
stars have always been indicative of the yin and yang principles. Some more interesting
facts about five-pointed stars:
The five-pointed star has been known to be used as far back as 4000 BC. It was used as
a sign of royalty, a sign for protection, as a sign of humanity reborn, study of the mysteries
of life (including the mystical), the elements, and the Buddha used it as a sign of enlightenment. It is also called the endless knot in that it can be drawn without ever lifting the pen
continuously, embedding a five-pointed star within a five-pointed star, spiraling into infinity. Therefore the five-pointed star is integral in sacred geometry configurations.

Primal Point & Portal

Nonagram or Nine-pointed Star

The Primal Point is the white circle in the nine-pointed star, for it is from that dot that
the Spirit creates and vivifies humanity. The circle is also the portal to higher realms and
merging back to Source.

The sacred nine-pointed star indicates balance, order and perfection as it is the last digit in the
numbering system before repetition. It is also a symbol of stability and achievement. Other positive
words associated with nine are: selflessness, fulfillment completion, wholeness, universality,
universal understanding, interrelatedness, compassion, idealism, tolerance, forgiveness,
generosity, benevolence, humanitarianism, emotionalism and justice. The Taoist and Hindu
use nine-fold spiritual systems. It is representative of the Trinity often indicated by three
triangles forming the nine points. The number nine was considered sacred by many ancient
civilizations. Those who are inspired by humanitarian and universal truths are said to be
influenced by the number nine.
The Nine-pointed star atop the pyramid in the Tahirih Path symbol signifies
humanity achieving immortality in this world and connects them to the Cosmos Page 19

Flower of Life
The flower of life, also called the Seed of Life (Metatron Cube) is the pattern that is
seen in all life, and thus is a sacred geometric symbol. It is said to be the fabric of the universe and is visible at all cellular levels. It is formed by the intersection of circles and often forms the hexagon flower or star. It contains the Akashic Records or information of
the Platonic Solids from which all life springs. It has often been seen sketched on ancient
walls. You will see the flower of life as a background pattern in the Tahirih symbol to indicate ‗living‘ and ‗alive‘ generating impulses.

Love
Love is the indivisible force of the universe, and as such, in Tahirih symbology, it is
represented by the pure white spaces in the pyramid and in the circle in the nine-pointed
star.

Time Line

Sun
The Sun in the Tahirih Symbol is the nine-pointed star as it radiates all Perfection in all
directions. The Tao, or way, for humankind is to climb the Tree of Life to the Sun in order
that it may traverse the universe and find its way back home.
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As people meditate on the sacred symbol of the Tahirih Path, they will feel peace
and harmony as it connects them with the oneness of all that Is. Ya Tahirih!

3. The God/ess within the individual
Individual Outcomes: When an individual understands that God/ess resides within their very
being then the feelings of alienation abate and a connection to all that Is becomes more realized.
With this knowledge of the God/ess within the individual becomes aware that s/he have powers
and that s/he plays a part in creation. When a person realizes that God/ess is within then the fear
of the punishing God/ess outside of the person loses its power over the person and frees that person to fulfill their potential. Being part of the Source of all that Is implies a personal responsibility
as well as a responsibility towards all creation, which is the spiritual advancement of the whole.
Collective Outcomes: When we have a society composed of individuals who know they have the
power of God/ess within then it becomes almost impossible for a ruler to arise with the intention of
trying to control the people through fear of the unknown punishing God outside of themselves.
Therefore, any leadership that exists in the society will be one that works co-operatively with the
individuals that compose it. In turn, this mutual co-operation will foster the harmony of the individuals with the leadership. The God/ess within the individual will guide the individual to support
advices and guidelines of the community which are in line with the highest good. As a consequence, of this co-operation and harmony, progress in the community will move forward unhindered by the opposition of personal power- hungry agendas.
4. Continuous revelation through the individual
Individual Outcomes: When a person realizes they can be the seat of revelations coming into
the world they inhabit they then work to be in line with the laws that allow that process. This is a
positive step for the individual in that the individual seeks to purify and align with cosmic law and
therefore is on a path of spiritual growth. When knowledge or revelations from higher realms come
to an individual those revelations enhance the life of the individual. In this way it can be seen that
the process is self perpetuating towards wholeness and perfection.
Collective Outcomes: A community that is aware that revelations towards advancement come
through the individual then works to make the individual an important and integral part of the community. In turn this arrangement fosters co-operative appreciation between the individual and the
collective community. When a society works in an environment of appreciation the revelations or
knowledge that comes to that society is received in that spirit of appreciation and takes on the
clothing of ‘grace’. When knowledge is applied with grace it has the greatest benefit, whereas bereft of grace the knowledge becomes oppressive and non productive. Therefore, a civilization that
honors the knowledge coming through the individual sets up a process where there is light upon
light on the Path of an ascending civilization.
5. Empowerment of the individual
Individual Outcomes: Believing in the empowerment of the individual brings the one holding this
thought into connection with his/her own true self and thus their cosmic powers increase relatively.
Because we are all connected at Source then it is logical that the empowerment of each and every
individual is empowerment of the whole to which one belongs. This fosters fuller awareness in the
individual of love being the power and the bonding force. The more the individual learns to use this
energy in harmony with the cosmic laws the more empowered the individual becomes, which
brings greater levels of happiness, peace, and joy in relation to existence.
Collective Outcomes: It becomes ever so clear that when a civilization is comprised of empowered individuals that civilization will readily advance as it no longer has to put money and resources
into rehabilitating those who have been cut off from their abilities. Empowered individuals are in a
position to contribute to the whole in a way which benefits the whole, thus the civilization itself
becomes an enlightened civilization. Empowerment of the individual can be related to the health
and strength of a community in the same way that strong building blocks together make a strong
supported stable building.
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Tahirih Path Outcomes Individually and Collectively
1. The coming of the cycle of balance and harmony
Individual application: I have been born into a time of transformation where separation is
fast losing being the paradigm for humanity. As I understand that separation is not the ultimate
truth and that connection with all that is, is the reality, it becomes ever more necessary to come
into balance physically, mentally, and spiritually for my own advancement so that I may more
readily plug into the divine energy.
As an individual, when my male and female aspects are more balanced in my thoughts, the interplay between the two within myself allows me to reach a more peaceful frame of mind as I can
understand the variety of characteristics in both, use the characteristics that best serve the situation, and no longer be in direct conflict with the duality and separation resulting from being out
of balance. Thus my existence is more harmonious.
Bringing my thinking and thoughts into balance in turn bring my physical body into balance by
producing the hormones that are necessary for healthful happy responses to life.
When my body and mind come into balance I can connect more easily with the Cosmic Spiritual
Laws and then I personally become more attuned to those laws and realize my harmony and
connection with the whole of creation.
Collective Outcomes: Collectively the world is entirely out of balance in that it has been predominately the male patriarchal effects that are now dominant and the feminine attributes and
spirit long forgotten. Almost everything that is being developed is being done through force
which causes a natural imbalance: thus creating the weak and the strong; the poor and the rich;
the slave and the ruler; the uneducated and the educated; and so forth. When society is more
balanced the extremes resulting from force will be lessened whereby people will be able to work
more harmoniously on the city, state, nation, and world arenas. Without the feminine spirit operating equally in the world a continuous state of war and strife will prevail.
When society is in balance force will start to naturally change to operate through magnetic attraction which will create dramatic changes in the socio-political environment. Therefore, all creations will be the outcome of working on the ‘love’ vibration and in order to interact in the society
the individual will have to be using this vibration to exist within it. This natural mandatory level of
interaction almost entirely rules out crime and dysfunction.
2. Inner truth balanced with rational proofs
Individual Outcomes: This is probably the most important practice in the Tahirih Path because
the individual is the heart of evolution for planet earth as the pivot of revelation. It is this inner
truth which connects the individuals to their higher selves in order that they can bring these
truths back to the earthly realm.
As the individual brings these promptings from the cosmos and outer limits into the physical
world the individual can take the science and knowledge that exists in the world as confirmation
of the truths one has communicated and use these rational proofs to explain the information to
others. This one teaching allows the individual to discard erroneous man made dogmas that begin in words and end in words so as not to spend years stuck in unproductive belief systems
which restrict cosmic connections.
Collective Outcomes: Living in a society where all the individuals acknowledge their own inner
truth and that truth is accepted by the society, then this practice lends towards harmony in that
society itself. When these inner revelations come through the individual into the world rational
ephemeral proofs make them more meaningful for the civilization itself. When the society honors
the individual’s truth then there is a natural protection from organizations or leaders trying to
control the individual powers. In turn when the individual is not controlled the powers available
to the collective society via the individual are expanded and the civilization as a whole advances.
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11. Being beyond Prophet Worship and dogmas of any limiting advice
Individual Outcome: This is a key teaching for all people living ‘now’ in this transitory
time, if people are ever going to grow up and start recognizing their own God within. As
long as people worship Prophets they will be subject to obeying any man-made statement or any interpretation of the Prophets sayings. Therefore, they will be cutting off
their own inner promptings of Spirit. They will come to believe power is external to their
own selves and will loose the knowledge and use of their own divine essence.
Collective Outcomes: Obviously a society which is composed of individuals who are
not controlled through Prophet-worship will be able to accomplish any imaginable progress. The test of man-made dogmas is to see if it limits the individual or society. If it
does then it is a man-made advice seeking to control. Let us remember that the laws of
magnetic attraction are at play here – so there is no need to try and limit the potential of
creative living.
12. The power of the people by the people in the establishment of the peace
through the magnetic attraction of love instead of force
Individual Outcome: This teaching is of prime importance for the individual because it
empowers the person to bring his or her own piece of light and knowledge forward in a
way which will affect the whole. In this way the person becomes part of the collective’s
guidelines and therefore is supportive of those guidelines with the wish to make them
work for the whole society. No longer will the individual be victim to ruthless dictatorships. The people will learn to be powerful through using loving magnetism and will discover force can not win. Therefore, the individual will be in harmony with the law of love
and the law of the land.
Collective Outcomes: The society will flourish because the people have a say in the
laws that govern them. The say that they have is based on the laws of truth which operate out of loving energy. This is divine law and it brings progress.
13. Connecting with one’s Higher Self through awareness
Individual Outcomes: Awareness lets us realize that we have a Higher Self, and that
that Higher Self resides at the Source level where all that Is connects. Therefore, when
the individual raises her or his awareness and has a supernatural experience s/he won’t
deny that experience because s/he is aware of her or his own higher states of being. This
knowledge allows the individual to reach beyond into various dimensions and bring advanced or new knowledge to her or his own present life.
Collective Outcomes: It is a win win situation when the society is composed of people
who can contact their own higher states. This is especially true when the society uses
this medium to incorporate the knowledge that comes through the society’s members
rather than just dismiss it.
CONNECTING WITH ONES HIGHER SELF THROUGH AWARENESS BY JOY GRAY
To connect with ones self is to feel whole and know that you alone are responsible for
everything that happens in your life.
You feel at peace and also have learned to love yourself and can love every other soul
unconditionally.
You have learnt forgiveness and dealt with the many lessons that have come your way
which you know that you chose to do.
You will be able to deal with anything that life may put in your way as you can sit back
and look in on a problem and deal with it knowing it is a learning curve for you.
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6. The uplifting of the female to be a balanced counterpart to the male
Individual Outcomes: When the female is given the space and opportunity to develop she demonstrates the most wonderful ability and becomes a vehicle of spirit in the world. Because man
and woman alike are composed of the female aspects integrally it becomes a necessary benefit to
ensure that the female aspect is respected equally so that each individual can honor that aspect of
themselves. By uplifting the female, people in general will no longer be in separation or cut off
from their own spirit.
Collective Outcomes: It stands to reason that if there is a weakness in the body that body is not
in a position to advance as best it could as if the weakness did not exist. In like manner when the
female is uplifted to her full empowerment the society will be in better alignment to achieve perfection. With the creative spirit of the female aspect developed and operating in the world a
heaven on earth is a real possibility.
7. Wholeness of female and male principles within each individual
Individual Outcomes: This is a divine state of homeostasis whereby the individual in its natural
androgynous state experiences and expresses in a balanced manner which reflects the natural
order of being. The pressures of separation and dualistic paradigms no longer exercise influence
on the individual and the individual can then contribute that misdirected energy to more productive activities of creation.
Collective Outcomes: With the individuals having understanding of what the male and female
principles represent within themselves then they can bring that understanding to the collective
which in turn will alleviate the battle between the sexes and the gross discrimination against
women which has previously prevailed in a patriarchal minded society.
8. The upraising of feminine qualities in civilization
Individual Outcomes: An endless array of creating and being opens up to an individual living in
a society that is composed of the feminine qualities as well as the masculine. Every person has a
much greater potential to flourish in such a civilization.
Collective Outcomes: As a result the co-operation and harmony in the collective will give rise to
advancement and balanced outcomes in society and all its endeavors including artistic and technological representations.
9. The end of force as an operating principle
Individual Outcomes: With force no longer being the operating principle the oppression of pressure will be removed as a burden from the backs of the members of society and they will be able
to operate out of pure pleasure rather than exerted forced energy.
Collective Outcomes: When force no longer is the operating principle the fear factor in the
home, the city, the state, the nation, and the world will be negligible and a new operating paradigm will be able to flourish with out robbing the earth and warring with one another.
10. Religion beyond religion and politics beyond politics
Individual Outcomes: First of all when we use the phrase ‘religion beyond religion’ we must
ask, ‘just what does that mean?’. It means that the individual becomes free to connect to the
natural laws of the Universe without being subject to the man-made laws and dogmas which do
not lend towards individual progress in reconnecting to ones own divine higher Self. Likewise,
when we are practicing divine politics, which is politics beyond politics, the intent become purified
and brings integrity, honesty, and trust back into the dynamics of life, therefore, the individual
experiences those virtues in themselves as well as others.
Collective Outcomes: A society composed of individuals who are free to practice true divine
religion and true politics is a society advancing and ascending towards Wholeness.
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19 Being connected to all that is
Individual Outcomes: When a person realizes the connection to all that Is an elevated appreciation for life develops in the person and a sacredness for all things.
Collective Outcomes: When the feelings and awareness is alive in the individual of being connected to all that Is then collectively the members have a respect for the environment and one
another which leads to a harmonious existence.
Being connected to all that is, by Joy Gray
When we are connected to all that is, we know that there is much more out there that we ever
dreamed possible and anything is possible. We know that everything we see, smell and touch
are part of us and we are part of them, whether it is the plants, the oceans, the mountains or
whatever. We are but a small speck in something that is so huge and we also know that we can
create anything that we need as we are creators in our own right. We are very powerful beings.
We are love.
20. Being a living essence of Source
Individual Outcomes: Every breath of each individual becomes important when s/he lives
with an awareness of his or her own God within.
Collective Outcomes: All life thrives in a Society that reflects God/ess.

14 Knowing through personal gnosis (knowing) and experience
Individual Outcomes: If a person does not know something firsthand then s/he is simply
repeating someone else’s ideas in blind faith. On the other hand when a person has a personal
knowing and that knowing is backed up through experience, then that knowledge is a ‘reality’
for that person. Otherwise it is useless information to that individual because it something they
have only acquired and has no personal meaning.
Collective Outcomes: A society that is composed of people who trust their own knowing
makes it a society that can not be easily manipulated. Also it provides an opportunity for that
society to reflect the diversity of all its members which in turn gives a much truer picture of the
Whole than one that keeps its people focused on a limited amount of models in blind faith.
15 Humanity’s advancement scientifically and spiritually
Individual and Collective Outcomes: In reality science and spirituality are inextricably
linked and in truth are one – where both serve the same goal of reaching Wholeness. When the
individual is spiritually attuned then the science has the spiritual intent behind it, which can
then only be a benefit to the people and the society.
16 Recognizing the divine principles of life throughout the Universe
Individual Outcomes: When a person becomes aware that the entire Universe is ordered and
that it was created according to a divine plan then that individual is open to accepting limitless
knowledge and being part of limitless creation based on divine principles.
Collective Outcomes: Obviously a civilization that is open to knowledge based on divine principles can progress; whereas a civilization that is blinded to virtue is in regression.
17 Intelligent reproduction for the betterment of planetary advancement
Individual Outcomes: First of all people become free from unjust burden when they are not
expected to have children that they can not afford or bring up properly. Also, all people who
incarnate are then wanted and cared for. Such security cuts out a great deal of personal suffering. It allows for everyone to feel like part of the society and know they are making a contribution by just being.
Collective Outcomes: When the society is not over burdened with unwanted and unloved
people, disease and crime will be greatly reduced. Also by not over populating the Gaia there
will be enough land to support those that are born which should reduce conflict, hunger, and
war. The earth will no longer be over used and raped beyond what its capability and pollution
will end.
18 Limitless co-creation and manifesting into being
Individual Outcomes: Imagine a world where people are free to manifest and create anything their minds can think of – of course in order to do so one has to rely on the principles and
laws of the universe which includes magnetic attraction. Denying the quality of life will be relegated to the past.
Collective Outcomes: Imagine a society which does not have to be concerned with manifesting and creating the needs of the members of that society because the members are capable of
creating their own needs themselves.
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Brief explanation of why ‗Female‘ is an inclusive term
of male and female, masculine and feminine.
In the Creation stories, the first Beings in the earthly plane of existence were undifferentiated and
reproduced much like in cloning. In time the male and female aspects appeared in one Being
which were self-reproducing hermaphrodites. This is often depicted in the
Shiva/Shakti representations. According Seer, Rudolph Steiner, ancient
statues of Zeus with breasts corresponding with this era were found in China
as a proof that the form of the Being resembled that of the Female. The Divine Female Spirit is the birthing or creating principle which is represented
by the female form in the physical world. She is the Creator who is within us
all, for She is Mother to all and loves all. The Incas know that each Being is
born in parity or a pair of male and female in one. This is the Shiva/Shakti in
all Beings.
As time marched on a period often referred to as ―The Dark Ages, The Fall
of Man, or Separation‖ dawned and the male and corresponding masculine
aspect differentiated from the Female Being as it wished to be self creating, and it was named
‗man‘ carrying with it the sperm or seed. What was left was the egg and reproduction capability
along with feminine attributes and it was called ‗woman‘ (still holding the Female outward form).
*The original design information is still held in every cell of every Being and can be manipulated
according to hormones which are released by feeling and thought (we all contain male and female
hormones - thus we are all partly and potentially hermaphroditic by nature).
In the separated state, humanity passed through the matriarchal cycle, and then moved into this
cycle of patriarchy which is now closing. This means the ‗Fall from Grace‘ is now ended and humanity is beginning its ascension process, a process bringing awareness of oneness or wholeness necessary for the dawning cycle of harmony and balance. Thus the male and female aspects along with their corresponding masculine and feminine energies are once again becoming
known within every individual. Consequently the term ‗Female‘ is all inclusive of each Being because it is a term describing completeness or wholeness of man and woman, masculine and feminine.
Humanity is presently in transition to wholeness; consequently many people are confused and
find themselves feeling like they were born into the wrong bodies. It does seem to follow that as
the Beings become whole within their Consciousness their physical bodies will eventually do the
same. As we begin to unfold the Cycle of Harmony and Balance this understanding will assist the
transition.

* The feminine and masculine are two aspects of One and therefore are interactive in the One
rendering Wholeness, Harmony, and Balance in the microcosm and the macrocosm. Therefore,
we all must heal our masculine and empower our feminine attributes to correct the imbalance
and polarity which developed. This is one reason that there is presently a focus on the feminine
attributes and the naming of the Source as the Divine Female Cosmic Spirit which was carried
by the Purifying One – Tahirih, and now Us, as the living embodiments of the flowering of Her
vision. It is time for people to honor their feminine and Female Source.
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For too long humankind was called to bond with a male God, or a Goddess from antiquity, but I‘ve uncovered a concealed truth relevant to all,
and it is my pleasure to share that hidden truth with you - I call it —
Starr* Saffa

GETTING CONTEMPORARY WITH THE COSMIC CHRIST
SPIRIT

New Age awareness is alive with the words and practices of ‗harmony‘ and
‗balance‘. Developing harmony and balance in the individual, between the sexes,
races, and in the world at large is a concern to all; yet many are unaware of the
Source of the growth and charter for humankind and the intended goal.
We are in a period of time where the Great Reversal is taking place in a lead up to
the Shift of the Ages that many religions and Indigenous peoples have predicted. I
use the term ―Great Reversal‖ to talk about shifts in Cycles. Humanity has been
through many Cycles and is destined to have at least seven on this planet. The Cycle that preceded this Patriarchal Cycle (which is now closing )was that of the Goddesses. The up coming Sixth Cycle is the Cycle of Balance expected to begin 21
December 2012.
It may come as a surprise to many that Kuan -yin, a Female Goddess Figure was originally
a male Deity, known as Avalokitesvara as pointed out in the book entitled: "Kuan-yin: the
Chinese Transformation of Avalokitesvara," Discovering that Deities have undergone gender transformation is relevant to where we are today, because in this time which heralds the
Cycle of Balance the female and male principles are emerging to become incorporated in
Deity and in the individual.
Interestingly we have a contemporary Female representative of the Christ Spirit
who declared in Iran in 1844 along with Her twin Manifestation the Bab, namely
Tahirih (the pure one) in an effort to demonstrate this coming together of the male
and female in contemporary times. Her teachings closed the door on the past in
order to open the door for preparing humankind for the Cycle of Balance. Tahirih
teaches that humankind has now reached the age of maturity and it is time for
every individual to own their own Christ Spirit within and become creators of reality.
She said ‗inner truth is central coupled with rational proofs and individual gnosis of
truth is what counts. The time of worshipping God/ess outside of oneself has come
to an end for all practical purposes.
Diane Cota-Robles said ―The empowering realization that "the Kingdom of God is
within you" has led great numbers of individuals to spiritual maturity and religious
freedom. Importantly, the realization also provides a foundation for individual social
maturity and POLITICAL freedom not yet experienced in the world.‖ Knowing the
Source of this empowerment in relation to the past, the future and the Now only
further empowers our abilities to manifest and dream the new paradigm into being.
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In praise of the men of insight who advance My cause
and assist the status of women in this Age.

Praise be upon the men who have
generously made contributions to
the writing of ―Tahirih Thealogy:
Female Cosmic Christ Spirit of the

its publication, distribution,
and reviews, and to the making of
the film “Tahirih Divine Voice". All of you are
students of esoteric religion and wish to bring humanity beyond the patriarchal chains that have bound civilization for so long. You have all come from different
ethnic backgrounds encompassing east and west, live
in different parts of the world, hold varying posts
(writers, authors, publishers, doctors, pioneers, journalists, webmasters, translators, etc.); yet you come together as spiritual leaders working to bring back the
Female Wisdom to humankind. Therefore, you are
standing for the full emancipation of women so as to
create a balanced civilization that in the end will benefit all, men and women alike. You are shining beacons
in the world of understanding and living love in all
the worlds. May the Source be with you all ways!
Joyous Journey – Starr* Saffa
Age”,
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Cycle of Balance where emphasis on one gender over
another doesn‟t cause imbalance or polarity
Ancient statue
of Zeus
shown with
breast indicating that the
original form of
humans was
much like the
Female form.
This form remained when
the male aspect separated
from it during

Definition of Female:
Male and Female as one,
including the masculine
and feminine attributes..

The Fall.

Inca representation of all things
being born in pairs as One—or
as it is known as ‗parity‘
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It is simply self-defeating for any community to discriminate against half its population. We
need to challenge these self-serving and outdated attitudes and practices -- as we are seeing in
Iran, where women are at the forefront of the battle for democracy and freedom.
I understand, however, why many political leaders can be reluctant about stepping into this
minefield. Religion, and tradition, are powerful and sensitive areas to challenge. But my fellow
Elders and I, who come from many faiths and backgrounds, no longer need to worry about winning votes or avoiding controversy -- and we are deeply committed to challenging injustice
wherever we see it.
The Elders are an independent group of eminent global leaders, brought together by former
South African president Nelson Mandela, who offer their influence and experience to support
peace building, help address major causes of human suffering and promote the shared interests of humanity. We have decided to draw particular attention to the responsibility of religious and traditional leaders in ensuring equality and human rights and have recently published
a statement that declares: "The justification of discrimination against women and girls on
grounds of religion or tradition, as if it were prescribed by a Higher Authority, is unacceptable."
We are calling on all leaders to challenge and change the harmful teachings and practices,
no matter how ingrained, which justify discrimination against women. We ask, in particular,
that leaders of all religions have the courage to acknowledge and emphasize the positive messages of dignity and equality that all the world's major faiths share.
The carefully selected verses found in the Holy Scriptures to justify the superiority of men
owe more to time and place -- and the determination of male leaders to hold onto their influence -- than eternal truths. Similar biblical excerpts could be found to support the approval of
slavery and the timid acquiescence to oppressive rulers.
I am also familiar with vivid descriptions in the same Scriptures in which women are revered
as pre-eminent leaders. During the years of the early Christian church women served as deacons, priests, bishops, apostles, teachers and prophets. It wasn't until the fourth century that
dominant Christian leaders, all men, twisted and distorted Holy Scriptures to perpetuate their
ascendant positions within the religious hierarchy.
The truth is that male religious leaders have had -- and still have -- an option to interpret
holy teachings either to exalt or subjugate women. They have, for their own selfish ends, overwhelmingly chosen the latter. Their continuing choice provides the foundation or justification
for much of the pervasive persecution and abuse of women throughout the world. This is in
clear violation not just of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights but also the teachings of
Jesus Christ, the Apostle Paul, Moses and the prophets, Muhammad, and founders of other
great religions -- all of whom have called for proper and equitable treatment of all the children
of God. It is time we had the courage to challenge these views.
(Jimmy Carter was president of the United States from 1977 to 1981.)
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Losing my religion for equality
by Jimmy Carter, July 15, 2009
Women and girls have been discriminated against for too long in a
twisted interpretation of the word of God.
I HAVE been a practicing Christian all my life and a deacon and Bible teacher for many
years. My faith is a source of strength and comfort to me, as religious beliefs are to hundreds
of millions of people around the world. So my decision to sever my ties with the Southern
Baptist Convention, after six decades, was painful and difficult. It was, however, an unavoidable decision when the convention's leaders, quoting a few carefully selected Bible verses
and claiming that Eve was created second to Adam and was responsible for original sin, ordained that women must be "subservient" to their husbands and prohibited from serving as
deacons, pastors or chaplains in the military service.
This view that women are somehow inferior to men is not restricted to one religion or
belief. Women are prevented from playing a full and equal role in many faiths. Nor, tragically, does its influence stop at the walls of the church, mosque, synagogue or temple. This
discrimination, unjustifiably attributed to a Higher Authority, has provided a reason or excuse for the deprivation of women's equal rights across the world for centuries.
At its most repugnant, the belief that women must be subjugated to the wishes of men
excuses slavery, violence, forced prostitution, genital mutilation and national laws that omit
rape as a crime. But it also costs many millions of girls and women control over their own
bodies and lives, and continues to deny them fair access to education, health, employment
and influence within their own communities.
The impact of these religious beliefs touches every aspect of our lives. They help explain
why in many countries boys are educated before girls; why girls are told when and whom
they must marry; and why many face enormous and unacceptable risks in pregnancy and
childbirth because their basic health needs are not met.
In some Islamic nations, women are restricted in their movements, punished for permitting the exposure of an arm or ankle, deprived of education, prohibited from driving a car or
competing with men for a job. If a woman is raped, she is often most severely punished as
the guilty party in the crime.
The same discriminatory thinking lies behind the continuing gender gap in pay and why
there are still so few women in office in the West. The root of this prejudice lies deep in our
histories, but its impact is felt every day. It is not women and girls alone who suffer. It damages all of us. The evidence shows that investing in women and girls delivers major benefits
for society. An educated woman has healthier children. She is more likely to send them to
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Re-Socializing the Masculine
For thousands of years, under Patriarchy, the masculine aspect of humanity, in the majority of cultures, has
been socialized in a way that brings out and nurtures violence and concepts of power over others. This
violence has been fostered through fostering aggressive behavior, abuse, fighting and competition for winning, ownership and lordship of money, land, animals, people, and politically. No wonder the masculine
aspect of humanity is out of balance, has little notion of how to establish peace, and is in great need of
transformation, individually and collectively in order to create a harmonious civilization.
Some strategies for healing violent socialization of the masculine and transforming it
1. Desire a more civil harmonious civilization
2. Recognize masculinity needs healing from power-over to empowerment for all
3. Name issues that have negatively socialized masculinity such as the ordeal of initiation into gender and society, family relations and role models, competitive work and games,
4. Corporate warrior mentality based on values of economic success and pursing profit, etc.
5. Realize issues of negative socializing have caused the emotions of fear and misused anger.
Acknowledge society needs to change and know that it can be accomplished individually by not
supporting activities that foster violence, abuse, power over others, and stay away from groups that
promote militarizing your brain thereby making you into a killing machine.
6. ―Besides agreeing with the aims of vegetarianism for aesthetic and moral reasons, it
is my view that a vegetarian manner of living by its purely physical effect on the human
temperament would most beneficially influence the lot of mankind.‖ ~ Albert Einstein
―As long as there are slaughterhouses (abattoir) there will be battlefields‘. ~ Leo Tolstoy
7. Become knowledgeable about the issues through counseling and desensitizing negative programming workshops when appropriate. Read material that educates and explains the harmful patterns. Talk these issues over with a friend so you can recognize how patriarchy has negatively impacted masculinity in our society.
8. Name and define the positive aspects of masculinity (being responsible, rational thinking, selfreliant, protective, reliable, helpful, problem solving, assertive strength, morality, courageous, emotionally aware so as to balance work and love.
9. Strengthen Self Confidence by recognizing ‗spiritualized or healed masculinity ‗*by seeing that in
oneself and applying it in daily life.
10. Discover your divine power as part of the Infinite Source of Creation.
11. Reprogram your own thinking by repeating positive affirmations that you have chosen
12. Listen and sing the song ―Together We Will Fly‖ supplied with book or online at
http://starrsaffa.com
13. Discover the joy of empowerment and actively apply it in the community.
14. Develop healthy feminine attributes (compassion, caring, beauty, love, endurance, creativity) to
balance your transforming masculine attributes because it is necessary to balance the masculine
and feminine aspects within every individual in this new unfolding paradigm.
15. Become aware of the struggle of others in this transformational era & encourage their recovery.

*anger, fear, and negative emotions can actually be positive attributes when healed and used properly.
For instance anger when used properly it can alert one to an injustice, which then must be transformed
into positive thinking and action to apply for the situation.
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ILLUMINATING MASCULINE ENERGY PRAYER

O Divine Self at Source, God/dess
within, assist me to transmute my negative masculine energy into positive Illumined energy so that it will be in harmony with the design of Glory and
Splendor as a light and blessing in this
world and in all the divine worlds. Let
the attribute of my masculinity reflect
those brilliant virtues that uplift, inspire,
and create beautiful paradises in the
eternal gardens of joy and bliss. With
love and thanksgiving.
This prayer is beautifully sung by DEBRA LEE on the Tahirih Alive
album which can be ordered through me at starr@tahirhstarr.info
For more work with the masculine and the transmuting of abusive
characteristics see the videos and books of JACKSON KATZ.
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PRAYERS AND MEDITATION(S)
Kosmic Stars of Understanding (prayer & Song)
We are the living stars of Cosmic understanding,
Unfolding Tahirih’s Universal Dream so true
The clear sparkling waters
upon which depend the well-being and future of all women and men.
*Sung by DEBRA LEE in Tahirih Alive Album

2. Prayer for Protection
Call My Name, Tahirih, and know that I Am there –
O Peoples! Say My name in the morning, in the night sea
son, and whenever thou wishes with tenderness and love
as a protection from ignorance and evil for Its vibration is
the sound of the pure healing waters throughout all the
worlds.
Call My name Tahirih Qurratu‘l-Ayn! And know that I am there.
*Praying aloud vibrates with cosmic forces, setting prayer in motion
3. Humanity is now in the Era of Tahirih Qurratu'l-Ayn, the Era of Spirit
in which the Most Great Peace is ushered in (meditation)
O Qurratu’l-Ayn!
Stretch not Thy hands wide open in the Cause, inasmuch as the people would find
themselves in a state of stupor by reason of Thy Mystery, and I swear by the true Almighty God that there is yet for Thee another turn after this Dispensation (1830’s-2001).
And when the appointed hour hath struck, do Thou, by the leave of God, the All Wise
reveal from the heights of the Most Lofty and Mystic Mount a faint, an infinitesimal
glimmer of Thy impenetrable Mystery, that they who have recognized the radiance of
the Sinaic Splendor may faint away and die as they catch a lightning glimpse of the
fierce and crimson Light that envelops Thy Revelation. And God is, in very truth, Thine
unfailing Protector.—-Selections from the writings of the Bab, pp.53-54

4.

Birth of Universal Guidance
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(important meditation)

See page 3

Index
of suggested:
prayers,
meditations,
healing exercises,
fun activities,
readings, music,
site addresses,
youtube info,
various resource
info, & Endnotes.
*Please note re prayers: If you pray to the
Father-God you are calling on the male
Energy and attract patriarchal thought
without the Sophia Wisdom Energy being
part of the assistance. On the other hand if
you call upon the Divine Source you are
attracting both Energies as it is a term that
is all inclusive of all that is.

The definition of ‘Female’ is: Male and
Female including the masculine and
feminine principles in Creation.
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SOUIX INDIAN COMMUNIQUE’
Great Spirit which I hear in the wind, your breath is giving life to the
whole world.
Hear me, I come before your face as one of your many
Fill my Being with your strength and wisdom

INVOCATION FOR THE ASCENSION OF HUANKIND ON EARTH
From the point of Light within the Mind of Source, let light stream
forth into the minds of all the people. Let Light illumine the Earth.
From the point of Love within the Heart of Source, let Love stream
forth into the hearts of all the people.
From the centre where the Will of Source is known let purpose guide
the wills of all humanity, the purpose which the Teachers have known.

Let me walk in beauty and let my eyes always behold the majesty of
thy splendid sun

From the centre which we call Humankind let the Plan of Love and Light work so
that only good prevails and the door is forever closed on all else.

May my hands take care of your blessed creation

Let Light and Love and Power restore the Plan on Earth and throughout —-

May I be wise and recognize all that you have taught my people, the
message hidden in every leaf, in every rock
I am longing for the strength to always recognize my oneness with
your Spirit and conquer any mistaken beliefs
Make me always willing with a pure heart and a sincere eye to commune with you.
May my Spirit reflect your divine Spirit in all that I undertake in thy
path

PRAYER FROM URIEL
O Almighty Source of Life, pour your pure Essence upon this planet
ever brighter. Let your radiance be seen and known in that experience
called time as well as in the great beyond. Let peace settle into the
earth hologram, and express outward from every soul, heart, mind and
action throughout your magnificent expansion of life never ending. Answer me and answer all humans who acknowledge you. Give forth
continual energy for personal and global peace on this especially beautiful planet creation. We thank you for the abundance that you have
given and are giving and will continue to give —— In Reverence.

Raise arms with hands out—imagining love flowing in and out
Placing your
hands together
as shown in the
photo balances
the masculine
and feminine
energies in ones
body. Keeping in
balance is a
form of prayer
necessary for an
individual in the
new Cycle.
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Oh mighty Source! I offer my heartfelt prayer in thankfulness to
you and ask that I may be a channel for your peace and love, So
that this may flow through me now to all life– to humanity, in all its
diversity of race and creeds, to plants, animals and even the rocks
beneath our feet so that we may know we are One planetary family
dwelling within Thy Great Heart.
Oh wondrous Parabrahma!
May your divine and infinite power flow now at this very moment—in an everlasting stream of
light to bring peace and freedom to our world.
Oh Eternal Creator, Provider and Sustainer of All Life, Great Peace Great Peace, Great
Peace, May Thy will be done.
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Meeting Tahirih and Yourself Meditation
Get into a comfortable position with you back in a straight
position and close your eyes.
Take several deep breaths bringing in the light and exhaling
any tensions
Completely relax all your body parts from you feet, ankles, calves, knees, upper
thighs, your back, your hands arms, shoulder, neck…..all tensions released and
relaxed
O Source of our Being we ask that you and all the angels, guides, and divas be
with us now as we take our journey through the metaphysical worlds to receive
messages from the Divine which will enhance our lives and those around us in
this plane of existence.
Visualize a red rose bud at the chakra at the base of your spine, in your mind‘s
eyes see that petal opening slowly, petal by petal, until it is in full bloom a large
red rose.
Move your attention to your next chakra several inches below your naval and
there see an orange rose bud and watch it open petal by petal until it becomes a
large orange bloomed rose.
Just above your naval you see a yellow rose bud, and it opens petal by petal until
it becomes a fully formed bright yellow rose.
At your heart chakra you see a pink and green rose which opens petal by petal till
it is fully formed.
Now place a blue rosebud on your heart chakra and open it petal by petal till the
rose is in full bloom.
On your third eye place an Indigo blue rose and open it petal by petal till it is fully
opened.
At your crown chakra you see a beautiful violet rose bud which opens petal by
petal and when fully opened it is surrounded by white light with a golden cord attached to it which reaches upwards into infinity.
Follow that cord up through the dimensions one by one reaching without any limitations, transverse all the worlds throughout the cosmos till you reach a portal.
Holding fast to the golden cord pull yourself through the portal, through the Cosmos to the Hidden Splendorous Chambers of Tahirih, The Divine Animating Spirit.

The outward changes we are anticipating are about to break-

through for all to see! A new world is about to dawn, in
which we will all experience the joy of living in harmony with
one another and all Life. Are you ready? I know I AM! Lets
keep beloved Gaia radiant in Pure Unconditional Love to
open the way for the Great Breakthrough!
Meditation for Oneness and the Cycle of Harmony
After taking some deep relaxing breaths with eyes
closed start vibrating the sound of Ahh and Ohm and
then when you are ready visualize your Higher Self as
a golden-white sphere of Light, allow that pure unconditional Love to flow through you as Golden-white
Light to the collective mass consciousness.
Feel yourself connecting to the conscious mind of every
person on Earth! Tell the mass consciousness, with
feeling, ‟ We are All One. I Love You!‟
While connected with the matrix awareness, radiate
the Golden-white Light of pure unconditional Love out
in all directions, north, south, east, west, above, below,
and see the Earth radiant in this Golden-white Light.
At all times, maintain an awareness of the pure unconditional Love flowing through you to Gaia and mass consciousness and repeat with feeling the Supreme Mantra
We are All One. I Love You! The Earth is now radiant
with pure unconditional Love!
We are reaching a critical mass of humanity expressing pure unconditional Love and bringing in the Golden
Age! Shine your Light, dear Lightworkers of the world,
for all to see and to be. You are each a Living Miracle of
Love! We are All One. I Love You!

Continued next page
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Continuation from previous page of Tahirih‘s Crystal Chamber Meditation

Feel Her warm loving embrace fully surround
you and feel the all encompassing love vibrating in your inner most being. See Her face
smiling at you.

Oh Divine Self at Source of Being !
Guide me, protect me, illumine my
sacred heart and make me a brilliant
star in the Kosmos of love, wisdom
and understanding.

Follow Her as She leads you into the most
wondrous Garden that you can imagine, filled
with sparkling crystals and beautiful flowers.
Inhale the Jasmine, the Lilac, the Gardenia‘s,
and the Roses. Breathe their fragrance deep
into yourself as these fragrances permeate
every cell with their Glory.
Know that you are home and feel the peace, joy, and Oneness with all that Is.
Become fully enamored with Her Divine Beauty, and know that this Beauty is
yours as well for She is You and You are Her.
Listen to the ecstatic messages She whispers in your ears. Take these truths and
place them in the sacred space within your heart so that you can bring them back
to the earthly realm.
Feel the warm refreshing breezes of Her Divine Love, and know an everlasting joy
that will be with you all the days of your existence in all the worlds.

HINDU PRAYER FOR PEACE
Oh Source, lead us from the unreal to the Real
Oh Source, lead us from darkness to light
Oh Source, lead us from death to immortality
Shanti, Shanti, Shanti unto all
Oh Source Almighty, may there be peace in celestial regions, may
there be peace on earth, may the waters be appeasing, may herbs
be wholesome, and may trees and plants bring peace to all.
May all beneficent beings bring peace to us, may thy divine knowledge propagate peace to all, may all things be a source of peace to
us, and may thy peace itself bestow peace on all. ———-Peace

Know that you can return to Her abode and see Her smiling face, and feel Her all
encompassing embrace at any moment you wish for Her love for you is endless.
Know that you are always connected to Her and have only to transverse time and
space by the means of the Golden Cord. Your connection can be instantaneous
and Her assistance will always be with you. Should you need Her protection you
can call upon Her Name – O Tahirih Qurratu‘l-Ayn! And She will lift you into Her all
protecting arms.
Gaze into her radiant eyes and see all the worlds, thank Her for such Divine
Knowledge as you leave the Garden, the Chamber.
As a burst of white light slide down the golden cord into your crown chakra where
you slowly close the violet rose petal by petal, then the Indigo rose petal by petal.
Move to your throat chakra and close the blue rose petal by petal. Drop to your
heart chakra and close the green-pink rose petal by petal. Next close the yellow
rose petal by petal, then the orange rose petal by petal and finally the red rose at
the base of your spine petal by petal.

Slowly come back to the room with the messages you received and
open your eyes.
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Each member of the Tahirih Sacred Circle wrote what they believed a
virtual paradiscal reality would be like on a piece of paper. The following
is their combined ideas.

Music is the language of
the Heart and Soul which
connects us in synchrony
with the Cosmic Infinite
Source.

http://www.pureheartvoice.com/
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Created by THE TAHIRIH LIVING LOVE SACRED CIRCLE as a basis for
an ever-evolving Consciousness July 2007
The Living Paradise operates on the magnetic attraction of love, people are
psychic, and negative energy can not prevail in the high frequencies.
The Feeling: The social environment is so warm and comfortable because of the
complete love and trust among the people living there. This warm feeling releases
such happiness and exultation that one experiences bliss and songs of the heart
surround. One feels Wholeness operating and is free of separation. Cosmic attraction allows one to feel freedom of heart to give to another without expectation or
attachment. Thus, there is the joy, bliss, laughter and ecstasy in the recognition of
magnetically attracting like Souls. As such one truly feels great gratitude. One‘s
senses and instincts including touch, healing, smell, and intuitive perception respond positively within this ever-evolving environment. It feels like Utopia and
one knows this virtual reality if lived on earth would create a heaven. Yet, it is a
place to come to find out what it is like to be safe and in harmony with all that surrounds so it can be realized in the broader consciousness. In the Paradise there is
the feeling of being free to express one‘s I AM Divine Self while linking with
Source and the Will of the Source so as to know perfect boundless wealth and the
power of unhampered liberty. How wonderful to be tuning in to all nature enjoying
oneself and experiencing oneself as pure light energy connection to All that Is. It
is peace. It is the loving of all colours and hues that come from the divine Oneness that brings such feelings of delight. One can see the love energy flowing between the people, bringing smiles to the faces. Beings are generally helpful to one
another, wanting to only create good in one another‘s lives. Seeing, living, and
experiencing all this brings tears of joy to the heart. There is a sense of empowerment and excitement as one feels free to tap into the wholeness of Source Consciousness for limitless co-creation with the Divine. The sole purpose of some
who come to this living paradisical reality is to generate the warm embracing Divine love energy.
The Physical Environment: All kinds of landscapes and cosmic worlds are available as one desires. Happy Beings from many dimensions are joyously interacting
in the lush gardens laden with beautiful creations, jewels, pearls, crystals, flowers, and fruits for the picking. Oceans, seas, lakes, deserts, mountains, tropics
abound in the embracing ethers. The Beings are free to experience rain, snow,
sunshine, and the temperature of their choosing. Music, dancing, singing, education, theatres, and magic-making games are all available. Some are flying through
the air on their white steeds while others are experiencing living in their crystalline bodies and making resonant sounds while communicating with the Beings
large and small. One can always enter the temples of silence where one experiences the bliss with all that Is. There are no limits as laughter and happiness rings
throughout the Living Paradise. Your Circle might create other realities
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Tahirih Alive Album Song Titles

Tahirih Creating Spirit Divine
Tahirih‘s Prayer for Protection
Tahirih‘s Dream Comes Through
Birth of Universal Guidance
We Are Female
Illuminating the Masculine Prayer
Tahirih Creator Divine

Together We Will Fly

In Me You shine
Omnipotent Self-sustaining
Love ever-maintaining

Kosmic Stars of Understanding

Creative Source of Light
Truth of Power and Might
Heaven and Earth’s Sacred delight

*Lyrics can be found in the prayers and song sections
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Oh Tahirih, Omnipresent Eternal Creating Spirit Divine
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TAHIRIH‟S DREAM COMES THROUGH

SONGS AND MUSIC

I looked through the portal to the past
To see what I could see
Few were awake and tears did flow
The world needed a goodly vision to grow
The dreamer with veils of varied hue
Cast the veils aside
Bringing heaven so bright and new
It went from the East to the West
Everyone was blessed
Because Tahirih’s Dream is True
Forces began to darken the Day
The sun was fading far away
Light barely gleamed in the eye
And some began to cry
Where was the Spirit of Life –
Oh! The new dream was fading
Yet some were still waiting
And without further hesitating
Tahirih’s Dream came through
Now we’re on fire
With Tahirih’s Message
Her sacred Vision
Her Dream is True

Tahirih and the Surah of Joseph by Starr* Saffa

http://tahirihstarr.wordpress.com/
The World and I
With love and caring
With divine thoughts sharing
Send Her Dream to you
Her Dream is for me
Her Dream is for you
Her Dream is for all humanity!

*From Tahirih Alive Album http://starrsaffa.com
Album included with booklet / or listen at:: http://tahirih-starr.org/kosmicbalance/
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Universal Source Connection (make up your own tune)
We thank you Divine Source
that you have revealed to Us
your protective universal
Light, and that within this
Light is protection from all
destructive forces.
The Spirit of Your presence
permeates us in this Light,
and where we direct this
Light it will illumine.
We thank you Source of Being for filling Us up with the
protective fire of your Love, and that within this Love is
complete protection from all negative thoughts and feelings; so that your Brilliant Spirit and Consciousness is
lifted up in Us, and wherever we direct this Love it will be
inflamed.
We thank you Divine Source of Being:
that You are in Us;
and We are in You;
that through Us Your Will is sent forth on wings of Power;
Your purpose is accomplished right here on earth as it is in
heaven;
and that through Us, Your Light, Love, and Power is manifest
to all Humanity.
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Songs and Music continued
*Remembering the struggle so as to keep transforming to the vision of wholeness.

I AM WOMAN

You can bend but never break me
'Cause it only serves to make me
More determined to achieve my final goal
And I come back even stronger
Not a novice any longer
'Cause you've deepened the conviction in
my soul

(Helen Reddy and Ray Burton)
I am woman, hear me roar
In numbers too big to ignore
And I know too much to go back an' pretend
'Cause I've heard it all before
And I've been down there on
the floor
No one's ever gonna keep me
down again

Oh, yes, I am wise
But it's wisdom born of pain
Yes, I've paid the price
But look how much I gained
If I have to
I can face anything
I am strong (strong)
I am invincible (invincible)
I am woman

Oh yes, I am wise
But it's wisdom born of pain
Yes, I've paid the price
But look how much I gained
If I have to
I can do anything
I am strong (strong)
I am invincible (invincible)
I am woman

I am woman watch me grow
See me standing toe to toe
As I spread my lovin' arms across the land
But I'm still an embryo
With a long, long way to go
Until I make my brother understand

Oh, yes, I am wise
But it's wisdom born of pain
Yes, I've paid the price
But look how much I gained
If I have to
I can face anything
I am strong (strong)
I am invincible (invincible)
I am woman

Oh, I am woman
I am invincible
I am strong

Oh, yes, I am wise
But it's wisdom born of pain
Yes, I've paid the price
You can bend but never break me
But look how much I gained
'Cause it only serves to make me
If I have to
More determined to achieve my final goal
I can face anything
And I come back even stronger
I am strong (strong)
Not a novice any longer
I am invincible (invincible)
'Cause you've deepened the conviction in my soul I am woman

I am woman
I am invincible
I am strong
I am woman
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STRESS RELIEF FOR BODY EXERCISE
Using an Acupuncture or
Acupressure book which
shows points for specific
problems i.e.. Headaches,
stiff necks, shoulders, facilitator can show on a
volunteer where these
points are. Make photo
copies as hand outs. *Map
for headaches is shown
here. People pick partners
to work together to locate
these spots. Use medium
pressure, can use more
gently if needed. Finish by
massaging (in standing
position) persons shoulders arms and back—while
asking person where it is
best for them. Partners
swap over. Note, if a pressure point needs releasing
it may hurt a bit, but gradually after a couple of
presses, it won‘t hurt as
much—Success! If you
use this method on yourself for headaches you
may hardly ever need tablets.
LEARNING TO FEEL YOUR OWN ENERGY (THAT‘S WHAT WE ARE)
Standing, shake your hands, allowing arms to freely move, relax knees so that the whole of
the body is moving gently. Allow body to move freely. Do this 2-3 minutes and then gradually
stop. Experience your body, what does it feel like—lots of tingling? This is your Energy. Notice in the body where this tingling is: skin, legs, face? Take time to do this and enjoy it.
Share observations with the group.
―Dance Exercise‖ (Music stimulates free flow from within)
Choose music. Have a room where people can move around on the spot or choose to move a
little more. Dance in a free movement fashion for at least 5 minutes. Stop, feeling what is happening in your body (focus). Note any thoughts that come to mind. Share in the group—of
course anyone who doesn‘t wish to can pass.
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HEALING PRACTICES
1. Let’s face it folks, humanity has hit the age of maturity (or at least moving beyond
the Fall into the Ascension process). This means learning to regain our natural powers
through taking responsibility for our own mind set and therefore our own healing.
This doesn’t mean that we can’t ask for help but it does mean that we need to seek
out methods of clearing our selves from false ideologies, and toxic belief systems that
have affected our mind, body and soul. It can even come from family lines.
Being mature also implies taking responsibility for the collective. Usually this begins
with self purification which ultimately affects the whole since we are all connected on
many levels. This means that as we heal ourselves we are also healing humanity and
the universal environment.
There is an ancient Hawaiian practice that can help us circumvent false belief systems,
produce harmonious mind sets, regain powers, and deliver the intended healing. It is
called Ho’oponopono.
The ancient art of Hawaiian healing/cleansing/transmuting is called Ho’oponopono. In
Hawaiian: Hoo means cause and ponopono means perfection.
"Ho'oponopono involves the full participation of each of the four members of Self
Identity: Divine Intelligence, Super Conscious Mind, Conscious Mind and Subconscious Mind -working together as a unit of one. Each member has its unique part and function in problem
solving memories replaying in the Subconscious Mind."
The practice involves repeating the following four phrases in all situations: I love you;
I’m sorry; Please forgive me; Thank you. One of the reasons that doing this is so powerful is that one abandons judgment, worry, angst, and blocking emotions in preference to trusting the sayings and feelings of love, forgiveness, and gratitude which have
the power to neutralize or bring a wave of blocking energy to zero impact. When
blocks are freed up there can be an open flow of energy to bring the answers and use
the powers that are inherent in our true state of Being. This is even good during happiness because it is calming and reinforces the feelings that bring bliss. It teaches detachment from mind worry over problems.

I AM the Infinite Consciousness!
I COMMAND that my body be
completely healed and healthy.
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EDUCATIONAL REFERENCES
Signs Out of Time
by Marija Gimbuts on DVD—must be seen by people for understanding the Feminine Spirit in bringing harmony to the
worlds. The gist of the movie can be viewed at the following
youtube address:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kqpSYTz-68c

Tahirih advocated a raw food vegan diet so that the human vibrations
would resonate with the Divine more easily. David Wolf‘s Sunfood
Diet book marrys science and spirituality in his well researched book.
WWW.davidwolfe.com

"As long as there are slaughterhouses, there will be battlefields." -Leo Tolstoy

―Tahirih TheAlogy: Female Cosmic Christ Spirit of the Age‖ Iconoclasts
old myths and beliefs that have hitherto retarded the advancement of
civilization by bringing attention to the Divine Female Spirit which is now
permeating the world. The TheAlogy in the book as opposed to theologyI applies and incorporates the female lens to understanding life.
The book indentifies the Divine Carrier of the Spirit of the New Day,
Tahirih, as appearing in the 1840‘s as a building up to the unfolding of
a Universal Cycle now dawning. Like the rising of the sun, Her mission
begins in the East and sets in the West . The book can be ordered on
line at Amazon.com
http://starrsaffa.com
Tahirih Divine Voice - DVD
The previously concealed knowledge of the true status of Tahirih in the
evolution of civilization on earth.
Can be viewed on youtube in three parts or at
http://www.imdb.com/video/wab/vi3229549337/

Some Fun Exercises, unifying and good for
healing aches and pains,
In partners (standing) massager works on others back,
shoulders and arms. Person being massaged then
bends over with back nearly straight, arms dangling.
Massager cups hands and with medium pressure pats
their back all over, not on spine. Check pressure of pat

Form a circle in the room then massage each others
shoulders (this is often a nice way to end a meeting).
Then turn around and massage the person who did
yours.

Synchronicity:
Reading and Cards. It is always nice to have readings near the
beginning of meetings where members ask Source (Tahirih) for
a reading that relates to them and then picks a card or reading.
They then read it to the group and say how that reading relates
to them at the present time in life. As we know things are synchronistic and therefore the card/reading usually has a message for the person that picks it.
If Tarot is used ―The Motherpeace Round Tarot‖ is an uplifting
deck.. ―Messages from Your Angels‖ by Doreen Virtue are often useful . There are a lot of oracle cards that have illumined
paintings and inspirational thoughts—look around.

http://starrsaffa.com
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In all the worlds
there’s only two
things; the Divine
Infinite Consciousness and the Energy
of Source.

Tips for Happiness
1. Know your purpose in life, heeding your inner Wisdom.
2. Practice compassion
3. See good in all situations.
4. The key to happiness is inner peace.
5. Be detached from negative moods and reactions.
5. See life as a process and not a series of goals.
7. Don’t hold on to people or things that upset you
8. Smile often.- laughter is the foam on the wave of life
9. Get fit, take up yoga or some form of exercise
10. Be accepting of yourself
11. Take risks to extend your horizons
12.. Simplify your life.
13.. Indentify and develop your talents
14.
Ask for assistance
Contributed by JOY GRAY
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The Consciousness,
the Love, the Intellect, the Word, and
the Spiritual Energy
of Source permits
and contains all existence and nonexistence.

EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION Continued
The Ringing Cedars begin a series of eight books about Anastasia, a
woman living in the Russian forest who has naturally developed her
powers and means of acquiring knowledge. She advocates everyone
having their own gardens and gives instructions on how to grow the
foods to be your own medicine. She has a wonderful relationship with
the animals, many who she has bringing her various nuts and fruits
that grow naturally in the forest. As people develop their powers they
will not be able to be controlled by those with false agendas.

http://www.energyoflife.ca/

The Holographic Universe is a book by Michael Coleman Talbot exploring the idea that the universe is a hologram. After examining the work of physicist David Bohm and neurophysiologist
Karl Pribram, both of whom independently arrived at holographic
theories or models of the universe, the book argues that a holographic model could explain various paranormal and anomalous
phenomena, and provide a basis for mystical experience.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Holographic_Universe
Books: Falling into the arms of God by Megan Don (New World Library, Novato, California
2005); Awakening your Goddess by Liz Simpson (London, Gaia Books, 2001)
Some Tahirih Path sites:
http://starrsaffa.com (film, book, reviews, poems, etc)
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm3282739/ (Tahirih Divine Voice film)
http://tahirihstarr.wordpress.com/ (book, film, articles)

We, all of us, live,
love and have our
entire Being within
this loving universal
life force of The
Source.

http://www.tahirih-starr.org/ (info on Tahirih TheAlogy Female Cosmic Christ Spirit of the Age)
http://tahirih-starr.org/kosmicbalance/kosmicbalance.html (Kosmic Balance Presentation)
http://www.zeus-publications.com/tahirih_thealogy.htm (Publishers site)
http://www.amazon.com/Tahirih-Thealogy-Female-Cosmic-Christ/dp/1921005513
(Amazon.com)
http://groups.google.com.au/group/Tahirih-TheAlogy?hl=ennull (Articles and information)
http://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=Tahirih+Divine+Voice&search_type=&aq=f
(Tahirih Divine Voice in three parts on Youtube).
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HEARTFELT MESSAGES TO TAHIRIH

Knowing your True Self at Source and in all the Worlds of Divine Consciousness
Greetings

I am verbalizing my answer to the/your call, to place my intent into this journey and send my
intent into the universe to receive what I need to successfully complete this new journey through
to fruition. I too call upon the SACRED Mother/Father Universal Spirit to bless, inspire, and provide for all that is needed, when it is needed, and for who may need it. I call upon all the prophets, priestesses, masters and mistresses from across the bridge of eternal time to lend their energy, wisdom, and assistance to the emergence of Tahirih‘s message to those that have open
hearts of reception and to those who are called to her service. Bless this establishment of the
SixthSunCycle and let Tahirih [the Voice of the Eternal Spirit] be heard far and wide, by men and
womyn, and with a soulful connection that will carry her message in the hearts and souls of her
messengers across all eternity. I bring forth the sacred voices from the past to unite with the
sacred voices of the present and future, so they may speak the words that join body, mind and
soul of all who hear her message. Blessed be this request and prayer by SACRED permission of
the Eternal Life Spirit of all that is… —-Tena Dellaca-Hedrick
Tahirih visualized a new day, one where righteousness, equality an justice prevail, a world without war, crime and hunger, a world where war and suffering were things of the past. In short,
Tahirih envisioned a new spring time for humanity based on the gentler more loving and caring
feminine principles, thereby, allowing restoration and balance to return to the nations. This new
Spring Time is the sacred journey we all must make, creating and manifesting it into being. A
civilization where people live by the fruitages of the Spirit and maintain their goodness by their
contact with the God/dess within their own heart. Soon people will begin to realize through the
silence and stillness of meditation that they can gain access to the interior temple altar of their
hearts, where the Divine is saying ―I‘ll meet you there at My altar dear ones, where we can commune together and receive ever-flowing Messages.‖
Love to you all, - Nawruziyyih (Divine Female Spring Time)

ENDNOTES
I am thankful for my unique experience
in this wonderful Sea of Oneness &
Divine Consciousness.

Images from Wave of Life Universaltools and Soul Tree
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1.

Excerpt from Tahirih‘s Poem page 2: Translation from Farsi to English from ‗Qurratu‘lAyn Biyad-i salumin sal-i shahdat‘ (Tehran, 1949, pp. 36-37).

2.

Seven Breaths: Taking a deep breath to the count of seven, gently holding for the count
of three, and then exhale to the count of seven. Do this seven times in order to help
bring the divine knowledge to the heart temple. The process involves the negative ions
of the air combining with the positive charge around every cell, thereby energizing each
cell for optimizing heart dreaming.

3.

The Water Healing Ceremony is done by charging a bottle water with the highest intent
and then with love and prayers release it into the body of water to be purified.

4.

Use the Fire Ceremony for healing the surrounding earth http://www.agnihotra.org/

5.

There is extra strength and blessings in praying at sunrise and sunset
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Dear Tahirih and Divine Self at Source
The Tahirih Path

Please fill my heart with love, joy and blessings.
May the sun shine in my heart. Joy fill my bones
and the thrill of happiness fill every cell. With
the blessings of Self and Source I will meet my
learning curves with courage and confidence
knowing that your complete support is with me.
Thank you.

Unfolding The Cycle of Harmony
and Balance for Humanity
August, 2009, Tahirih Era
Starr@tahirihstarr.info
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It’s not just the right time It’s the

Light time!

Tahirih Path
Starr* Saffa Productions © 2009 First Edition
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